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Abstract— This paper explores the task of automatic image
colorization in the context of deep generative models. Several
models are combined to produce realistic color images. Addi-
tional experiments are carried out to enhance the quality of the
generated colorizations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic image colorization is an active area of research
in the field of computer vision and undoubtedly a task of
great practical importance. For our capstone project, we
focused on developing models that automatically understand
and adapt image colorization depending on the context and
learn solely from data. We decided to experiment with
automatic image colorization of gray-scale images using
Deep Generative models as opposed to traditional regression
methods. Recently, deep generative models have been found
very effective in learning distributions of high dimensional
data such as images resulting in many useful applications.
One such recent generative model is the Deep Convolutional
Generative Adversarial Network (DCGAN) [1]. We have
explored the effectiveness of the DCGAN and made some
modifications to it to generate colored images. We have
also provided an extension to remove unwanted features of
DCGAN-generated images such as blurriness. Finally, we
present some additional approaches to enhance the quality of
the generated images.

II. PRIOR APPROACHES AND EVALUATION

Previously image colorization is done by using information
mapping from similar images [2] or by extending on the user
provided hints using optimization methods [3]. Regression
methods and Structural SVMs have made their way to a
certain extent but failed in model adaption owing to the
problem of learning a high dimensional color space of the
images. Hence methods that can automatically learn the high
dimensional colorization model completely from data can be
very helpful.

There are no quantitative evaluation metrics for this task,
as there are many plausible ways in which objects can be
coloured. Hence most of the groups evaluate their work using
qualitative measures or visual appeal. Even we followed a
similar approach.

III. GENERATIVE MODELLING USING GENERATIVE
ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS

Traditionally, generative models are trained using
maximum-likelihood estimate which requires all sorts of
calculations of marginal probabilities, partition functions,

most-likely estimates, etc. This might be feasible when the
generative model is a Gaussian Mixture Model, but if we
want to build a generative model using deep neural networks,
this quickly becomes intractable. Adversarial training allows
training deep generative models without all of these intractable
calculations.

Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) introduced in
[4] are a powerful framework for extracting high-level
representations of data. Assume that the training data X
lies in Rd. The basic idea behind GANs is to deploy two
models acting against each other - a generator G : Rn → R

d

and a discriminator D : Rd → [0, 1]. The task of the generator
is to produce outputs that look as if they come from the same
distribution as X , using as input noise z sampled from a
standard random distribution. The task of the discriminator
is to discriminate between samples from the true data X and
the artificial data generated by G. Each model is trying to
“trick” the other - the generator’s objective is to create as
realistic samples as possible and the discriminator’s objective
is to not be fooled by the generator. In practice, this method
ends up with generative neural nets that are incredibly good
at mimicking the original distribution of X and producing
new data. The “vanilla” GAN objective function is given by:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) =Ex∼Pdata
[log(D(x))]+

Ez∼Pz [log(1−D(G(z)))]

where Pdata is the real data distribution and Pz is a fixed
prior distribution on the noise variable.

In this project, we adopt and combine the following two
variations of GANs.

A. Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks

Conditional GANs [5] are an extension of generative
adversarial networks in which both the discriminator and
the generator network are fed some arbitrary external input
which describes the image being generated or discriminated.
In the case of image colorization, the conditional input is
the original gray-scale image. The basic setup is shown in
Figure 1.

B. DCGAN

In [1], Radford et al. propose the DCGAN model which is
essentially a GAN with a few of the following modifications
which make training more stable and effective. They replace
any pooling layers with strided convolutions in the discrim-
inator and fractional-strided convolutions in the generator.



Fig. 1: Conditional GAN

Also, they use batch normalization in both the generator and
the discriminator. Additionally, they remove fully connected
hidden layers for deeper architectures. In terms of activation
functions, they use ReLU in the generator for all layers
(except for the output, which uses Tanh) and LeakyReLU in
the discriminator for all layers.

IV. DATA

Training data for the task of image colorization can be
obtained by turning any color image to its gray-scale version.
Considering the difficulty of the task in general, we decided to
focus on one particular type of images: sky. We downloaded
3348 sky images from Flickr using the query keywords sky,
sunrise, and sunset. These images have a relatively restricted
color range which we believe was a fair starting point for
our project.

Fig. 2: Sample training data sky images from Flickr

The size of our dataset is relatively small compared to other
image generation tasks but we found it sufficient. We split the
whole dataset into 70% training and 30% validation sets. We
followed two steps of data pre-processing. First, we re-sized
all images to dimension 64×64. Next, we transformed all
original images from RGB color space to YUV color space,
in order to get the gray-scale information (Y) channel. We
also tried normalizing each channel to accelerate the training
but we found the original scale is better for this project. No
pre-training or data augmentation was used.

V. MODELS & RESULTS

A. Baseline Model

Our baseline model is a simple version of DCGAN, with
two major differences:

• We use the gray-scale channel of the original input
images as our conditional input to both the generator

and discriminator. This makes the generators learning
much easier.

• The noise variable z in the original GAN model [4] is
a single-dimensional vector. We transform z to a two-
dimensional channel to match the size of the gray-scale
input.

The generator is basically a 7-layer deep convolutional
network. Most of the layers apply standard convolution,
rectified linear transformation plus max-pooling and batch
normalization. In some layers, we replace the max-pooling
with strided convolutional layer, as suggested in [1]. The
discriminator is an 4-layer deep convolutional network, with
a softmax classifier connected.

Figure 3 displays output from the generator after 90 epochs
of training. It is evident that our baseline model is learning
but it is not perfect. In particular, notice that the color of the
sky is biased towards orange.

Original gray-scale, Original color, GAN’s output

Fig. 3: Output from Baseline Model

These results motivated us to experiment with a more
complex architecture.

B. More Advanced DCGAN Model
Inspired from [6], we added a little trick to our model. After

receiving the two input channels (gray scale + random noise
z), the generator makes two copies of the input: one copy is
sent to the convolutional neural network (CNN), which is the
same as in the baseline model. The other copy is concatenated
with the output from the first CNN. The combined features
are then transformed using another one-layer CNN to generate
the output color image. The discriminator remains the same.
Figure 4 below shows the whole architecture.

The output from the advanced model after 60 epochs of
training can be seen in Figure 5. The generated images are
much more realistic compared to the baseline model. However,
we observe blurriness. In addition, the model has a tendency
to mix multiple sky colors even though the original image
might be of uniform color. We refer to the latter phenomenon
as color divergence. Blurriness and color divergence are
addressed in the following section.

Our code can be found here1.
1 https://github.com/NYU-CDS-Capstone-Project/

Everest/tree/master/colorizer_dcgan

https://github.com/NYU-CDS-Capstone-Project/Everest/tree/master/colorizer_dcgan
https://github.com/NYU-CDS-Capstone-Project/Everest/tree/master/colorizer_dcgan


Fig. 4: More Advanced DCGAN Architecture

Fig. 5: Output from More Advanced DCGAN

VI. ISSUES AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

A. Blurriness

Although the colorization generated from the DCGAN is
plausible and quite close to the original images, we observe
that the images are slightly blurred. A possible explanation is
that GANs are difficult to optimize due to unstable training
dynamics. In addition, optimization tends to average across
possible distributions which may also lead to generating
images that are slightly blurry.

Since our underlying task is to understand colorization, we
decided not to spend time on enhancing the training dynamics
of DCGAN. We propose a different route to producing
sharper images. Since we already have the edge or sharpness
information of the image in the original gray-scale inputs, all
we have to do is to take this information and combine it with
the color information that is generated from the DCGAN.

There are various ways we could do that. One way is to
transform the 3-channel RGB image to YUV colorspace. Here
Y component determines the brightness of the color (referred
to as luminance or luma), while the U and V components
determine the color itself (the chroma). Y ranges from 0 to
1 (or 0 to 255 in digital formats), while U and V range from
-0.5 to 0.5 (or -128 to 127 in signed digital form, alternatively
0 to 255 in unsigned form).

One interesting aspect of YUV is that throwing out the U

and V components produces a gray-scale image. Since the
human eye is more responsive to brightness than it is to color,
many image compression formats throw away half or more of
the information in the chroma channels to reduce the amount
of data needed to be stored without severely destroying the
image quality.

There are many slightly different formulas to convert
between YUV and RGB. The only major difference is a
few decimal places. According to CCIR 601 Standard (now
ITU-R 601) the conversion is as follows:

R = Y + 1.4075 ∗ (V − 128)

G = Y − 0.3455 ∗ (U − 128)− (0.7169 ∗ (V − 128))

B = Y + 1.7790 ∗ (U − 128)

Y = R ∗ .299000 +G ∗ .587000 +B ∗ .114000
U = R ∗ −.168736 +G ∗ −.331264 +B ∗ .500000 + 128

V = R ∗ .500000 +G ∗ −.418688 +B ∗ −.081312 + 128

Using these formulas, we combine the sharpness information
from the gray-scale input images and their corresponding
DCGAN-generated colored output images. As seen in Figure
6, the proposed method is effective in removing blurriness.

Fig. 6: Original gray-scale, original color, DCGAN, sharper

B. Colorization divergence

As mentioned earlier, close examination of the DCGAN-
generated colorizations shows that they tend to create a mix
of some possible colors. In the sky training dataset, most of
the times the background color of the sky is either white,
blue, or orange, depending on when the picture was taken.
The DCGAN model learns this and assigns probabilities to
each of these colors when colorizing the test images, which
in some cases results in a multi-colored sky. Although the
outputs look plausible, they might not be true to the original
images. For example, even when the entire sky should appear
blue, in some cases, the model patches some portion of the
sky with a mix of orange and blue.

Motivated by [7], we decided to try alleviating this issue by
modifying DCGAN’s loss function. Originally, it combines
the generator and the discriminator loss but it does not take
into account how far the generated colorizations are from the
real colorizations and their relative distributions. As suggested
in [7], we added a term with the loss coming from the image
space to the DCGAN objective function. Figure 7 shows
the results from training this modified model for 90 epochs.
Based on our observations, the proposed modification to the
DCGAN loss helped with the colorization divergence issue
to a certain extent.



Fig. 7: Original gray-scale, original color, DCGAN with new
loss

VII. ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS

A. Multiple Colorizations

In the DCGAN paper [1], the authors explore the landscape
of the latent noise space by considering different values of
the noise variable z. Their analysis shows that walking in
this latent space results in semantic changes to the generated
images (such as objects being added and removed). They
claim that this indicates that the model has learned relevant
and interesting representations. Their results are shown in
Figure 8.

Fig. 8: Varying z transforms the generated images

Following a similar train of thought, we tried generating
multiple colorized images for a given conditional gray-scale
image by varying the value of z. In our experiment, we
combined different random noises with the same conditional
input and inspected the generated images. Strangely, we could
not observe any variations in the resulting colorized images.
We propose two possible explanations.

• Strong presence of conditional input: the conditional
gray-scale input might have dominated the random noise
input so the changes in random noise have small impact
on the generated output.

• Convolutions model objects better than color: the existing
literature confirms that convolutional neural networks are
the preferred model for image and object classification.
It is possible, however, that these models might be better
at generating concrete objects than producing various
colorizations of the same object. Thus, with conditional
gray-scale input in which objects are fixed, DCGAN
might not be able to generate different colorizations.

B. LAPGAN

Finally, we considered upgrading DCGAN to a hierarchical
model similar to LAPGAN [8]. The main idea behind this

model is to use a sequence of GANs to break up the image
generation process into more manageable steps. Each of the
GANs is a convolutional neural network whose output is fed
to the next GAN in the sequence going from lower resolution
images to higher resolution ones. The proposed architecture
can be seen in Figure 9. After careful consideration, the
authors believe that one of the main advantages of using
LAPGAN is the generation of sharp-looking images and that
this architecture would not necessarily yield better results for
the particular task of image colorization.

Fig. 9: LAPGAN’s architecture

VIII. CONCLUSION

The authors have done an extensive review of different
approaches for solving the task of automatic image col-
orization using deep generative models. They have deployed
and modified the DCGAN model and carried out multiple
experiements to produce realistically-looking colorizations of
gray-scale images. Possible future directions for this project
are: 1) further modifications of the model’s loss function
(such as introducing a loss term comparing the difference
between the output from the generator and the original input
image in some feature space to which both are mapped); 2)
training the model on richer and more varied datasets in order
to expand the possible applications.
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